
Propellum Enters New Partnership with an
Aim to Improve Job Data Accuracy, Efficiency,
and Visibility

Leading experts of Job Data Automation for 25+ Years

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY, USA, June 10,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The rapid

evolution of technology and the

increasing number of job opportunities

have necessitated the development of

advanced online job search platforms.

These platforms enable both job

posters and seekers to find the right

matches efficiently, mitigating

workforce shortages and optimizing recruitment processes.

Propellum, a leader in job scraping and job aggregator solutions, continues to innovate in this

space. Our expertise extends beyond traditional job boards. By providing cutting-edge job data

solutions, Propellum enhances the capabilities of job boards, making them stand out in a

competitive market. The company’s services include a robust job wrapping API that utilizes XML

feeds to keep job postings updated and consistent with client-specific requirements, ensuring a

streamlined and structured data flow. This significantly improves the recruitment process by

making it more efficient and hassle-free.

On March 1, 2024, Propellum welcomed a community for the next generation of energy

professionals, located in Houston, Texas, USA. The company through its platform, leverages AI

chat for the energy sector. Propellum provides job data for a wide range of companies listed on

their job site, enhancing their job listings and ensuring they are visible and up-to-date.

Propellum also partnered with a leader in the semiconductor segment focused on energy

efficiency, mobility, and IoT. Propellum supplies job data for its analytics needs, supporting its

mission to drive decarbonization and digital transformation.

Propellum aims to simplify recruitment processes through this partnership by improving job

post management through XML feeds, optimizing data relevance, and maintaining structured

information. The job wrapping API solution also supports multiple languages, making it

accessible to global clients, particularly those in non-English speaking countries. With services

extended to over 25 countries, Propellum continues to cater to a diverse, global clientele.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.propellum.com/mega-wrap.php
https://www.propellum.com/job-feed-service.php


The partnership with the two prospects underscores Propellum’s commitment to supporting

organizations across various industries with their job data needs, enhancing recruitment

efficiency and effectiveness worldwide.

Propellum’s Role and Technology

Propellum utilizes advanced AI-powered solutions to automate job data collection, cleansing,

and standardization. Their systematic approach ensures that job listings are accurate, complete,

and up-to-date, supporting effective recruitment and operational efficiency.

Key steps in Propellum's job data management process include:

- Data Collection: Aggregating job listings from various sources.

- Data Cleansing: Parsing and correcting job data to ensure accurate values.

- Data Standardization: Aligning job titles, descriptions, and categories with standardized

formats.

- Data Enrichment: Fill in missing information to provide a comprehensive view of job listings.

- Duplicate Identification: Detecting and categorizing duplicate job listings to enhance data

quality.

With a focus on job wrapping and job automation, Propellum's end-to-end solutions cover a wide

range of industries, maximizing the potential of recruitment platforms and job sites. Propellum is

committed to helping companies enhance the quality, consistency, and accessibility of their job

data, ultimately driving improved business outcomes. For more information, please visit

www.propellum.com.
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